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Abstract: To gain the potential benefit of autonomous intelligent systems, their design and
development need to be aligned with fundamental values and ethical principles. We need new
design approaches, methodologies and processes to deploy ethical thought and action in the
contexts of autonomous intelligent systems. To open this discussion, this article presents a review
of ethical principles in the context of artificial intelligence design, and introduces an ethical
framework for designing autonomous intelligent systems. The framework is based on an iterative,
multidisciplinary perspective yet a systematic discussion during an Autonomous Intelligent Systems
(AIS) design process, and on relevant ethical principles for the concept design of autonomous systems.
We propose using scenarios as a tool to capture the essential user’s or stakeholder’s specific qualitative
information, which is needed for a systematic analysis of ethical issues in the specific design case.
Keywords: autonomous systems; autonomous intelligent systems; artificial intelligence; AI; ethics; design

1. Introduction
“A water metro”, an autonomous ferry is transferring passengers across/along the river, from the
harbor in downtown to outer skirts of the city, and back. The ship has no crew. There is a human
operator on the shore monitoring the ferry. The operator monitors several ferries at the same
time. The ferries autonomously plan the route based on collected data from many different sources,
and change it should there be any obstacles on the way. A lot of hope is placed on such a new
autonomous ferry. People say this is more reliable than the old-fashioned ships, as there is no
possibility for human error. Previously, an old captain, a very proud of his profession, sailed his ship
on this same route, and always brought the ship safely home despite varying weather conditions.
Now the ship is unmanned, and now this man is replaced by the remote operator who sits in the
control room, out of sight of the passengers.
Autonomous systems are fundamentally changing our world and ways of working. They are
seen as a means to increase productivity, cost efficiency and safety—not only by reducing the work
done by humans, but also by enabling completely new business models [1]. Autonomy goes beyond
automation by adding self-governing behavior and requiring intelligent decision-making abilities.
The development of key elements in autonomous systems, such as situational awareness systems
and autonomous decision-making, are thus likely to be based on various artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies [2].
The societal transition from current ICT to future AI society, and steering of this process,
are among the biggest challenges of our time [3]. Although these systems are designed to reduce
human intervention, relevant questions remain about their responsible and ethical use, their short-term
and long-term impact on individuals and societies, and on humanity in general [4,5]. Potential direct
applications of these systems, related innovations and business value are currently widely discussed
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in academia, business and governmental bodies alike [6]. Although there is a growing interest in the
wider societal impacts as well [7], ethical considerations are seen as critical yet not fully understood.
While there has been increasing public discussion and research on the links between ethics and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) [8], “machine ethics” [9] or potential risks of applying AI [10], these issues
need more attention also as opportunities, which has been less accentuated.
AI technologies give rise to a plethora of ethical issues as the design and use of autonomous
intelligent systems are socially and culturally embedded [11]. Design of autonomous systems is
thus not only a multi-technological effort, but involves also social, psychological, economic, political,
and legal aspects, and will have profound impacts at all dimensions of society [12]. The ethics of AIS is
still underexplored both as an object of scientific study and as a practice. Current approaches include
responsible use of AI [13], professional codes of conduct [14,15] and human-robot interaction [16].
Attempts to incorporate ethics into the AI-design have not yet significantly affected technology design.
So far, ethical design research has been challenging from two perspectives [17–19]. First, fundamental
values and ethical frames have been too complex to be formalized into a deductive decision-making
system [20,21]. Second, the ethical decision-making in AI design is context-dependent, defying thus
traditional principles-based approaches.
2. Attempts to Approach Ethical Issues in Design
In the field of design thinking, there are a few design approaches that have emphasized the
importance of ethical design thinking. Value-sensitive design (VSD) holds that artefacts are value-laden
and design can be value-sensitive [22,23]. The approach refers to the need to identify early implicit
values embedded in new technologies by focusing on the usage situations of technology. “Value”
is defined here broadly as something that a person or a group considers important in life, and
designers can intentionally inscribe their values in the design objects thus shaping them. The design
is carried out iteratively by combining conceptual (conceptions of important values of users and
stakeholders), empirical (how values are realized in everyday practices and in technical solutions) and
technical (how the designed technology and the impact of technology support the values) research
and assessment.
Another design approach which discusses ethics is Life-based design (LBD), which highlights the
need for designing for the “good life” [24,25] and posits that the measure of technology is in its ability
to enhance the quality of life for people. The process of design thinking focuses first on asking what is
needed in life and how people wish to live, and thereafter on what kinds of technologies can serve
this goal. LBD is thus interested in what people should do with technology rather than what they can
do with technology. It focuses on a biological, psychological and socio-cultural form of life of target
users. Ethical choices and values are reflected and resolved in the design decisions: What is ethically
acceptable, i.e., what constitutes “the good” for the end users.
Thirdly, ethics has been considered as an important element of responsible research and
innovation, which highlights the importance of understanding that ethics in technology is strongly
linked with social acceptability. Thus, the concept of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) [26–28]
is a valuable perspective when discussing the ethics of technology. Responsibility is understood broadly
as socially, ethically and environmentally acceptable actions [29]. It is seen as a competitive factor and
source of innovation for companies. Successful implementation of responsible innovation and business
creates shared value by providing sustainable solutions to customers, increased competitiveness to
companies and positive societal impact for the society. The comprehensive integration of responsibility
in a company’s operations improves its capabilities to produce societally acceptable and desirable
goods and services, avoid unintended consequences and manage its commercial risks. RRI emphasizes
the need for co-design, empowering ways of working and taking into consideration different
stakeholder perspectives.
The main message of all these above-mentioned approaches is that ethical design means, first of
all, conscious reflection of ethical values and choices in respect to design decisions. That is, examining
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what the prevailing moral rules and norms of the users are and what kind of impacts they have
on the design decisions. Secondly, ethical design means a reflection on what is ethically acceptable.
Finally, the ethical design must consider the issues of what is ethical, i.e., what constitutes the good
of humanity.
3. A framework to Discuss and Analyze Ethical Issues
The precondition for considering ethical issues during the AIS design is that the relevant ethical
issues are identifiable. For that purpose, we propose a systematic framework which can be used in
different phases of design: In the beginning, ethics for the design goals are defined and interpreted as
design requirements; When the design is on a more detailed level, the framework can be applied again.
The final design can be assessed with the help of this framework as well. Essentially, the framework
can be applied in every design decision if necessary.
The systematics of the analysis framework is based on the idea that the system under design is
thoroughly discussed by using identified ethical values. We argue that this should be carried out in the
very beginning of design to guide the design towards inherently ethical solutions: Ethically acceptable
products and services are accepted by the users, which adds both business and societal value. Bringing
in the ethical perspective very early in the product lifecycle is important, because it indicates that it
is possible to come up with technical solutions and services that bring sustainability and are good
for society. To embed ethical values into the design and to consider ethical issues during the design
process designers need systematics to do that. As a solution, we propose the idea of bringing ethics
in the practices of human-technology interaction design. This can be done by with the help of usage
scenarios—stories or descriptions of usage situations in selected usage contexts—in early phases
of concept design. With the help of scenarios, it is possible to operationalize “good” in the design
concepts from the point of view of actors, actions and goals of actions, and thus systematically assess
the ethical value of the design outcomes.
Examining the context and usage situations of the given technology follows actually the idea of
casuistry in ethical thinking. Casuistry is a field of applied ethics that takes a practical approach to
ethics [30]. It is focused on examining context and cases rather than using theories as starting points.
Instead of discussing ethical theories, it is interested in facts of a particular case, and asks what morally
meaningful facts should be taken into account in this case. The ideas of casuistry have been used in
applying ethical reasoning to particular cases in law, bioethics, and business ethics (e.g., [31,32]).
As the design of AIS is not only a multi-technological effort, but involves also social, psychological,
economic, political, and legal aspects, and is likely to have profound impacts at all the dimensions of
the society, this deliberation requires multidisciplinary approach and involvement of various experts
and stakeholders [33,34] (e.g., in the case of autonomous ships, experts of autonomous technology,
shipping companies, passenger representatives, ethical experts). This iterative process should be
carried out using co-design methods, involving users and stakeholders broadly, and including three
steps: (1) Identification of ethical values affected by AIS; (2) Identification of context-relevant ethical
values; and (3) Analysis and understanding of ethical issues within the context. These steps are further
studied in the following chapters.
3.1. Identification of Ethical Principles and Values Affected by AIS
Ethical principles and values can be used as an introductory compass when seeking ways to
understand ethics in design. They are universal moral rules that exist above cultures, time, or single
acts of people. Principlism is an approach for ethical decision-making that focuses on the common
ground moral principles that can be used as a rule of thumb in ethical thinking [31]. Principlism
can be derived from and is consistent with a multitude of ethical, theological, and social approaches
towards moral decision-making. It introduces the four cardinal virtues of beneficence, nonmaleficence,
autonomy, and justice, which can be seen to stem already from e.g., Confucius’s ren (compassion
or loving others; [35] and Aristotle’s conception of good life [36]. These principles form the basis of
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ethical education of e.g., most physicians. They are usually conceived as intermediate between “low
level” moral theories, such as utilitarism and deontology [37]. The principle of “beneficence” includes
all forms of action intended to benefit or promote the good of other persons [38]. The principle of
“nonmaleficence” prohibits causing harm to other persons [38]. “Justice”, when identified with morality,
is something that we owe to each other, and at the level of individual ethics, it is contrasted with
charity on the one hand, and mercy on the other [39], and can be seen as the first virtue of social
institutions [40]. The principle of “autonomy” is introduced by e.g., Kant and Mill [41,42], and refers to
the right of an individual to make decisions concerning her own life.
However, the four virtues, and principlism as such, may not have enough power to carry us far
enough in the discussion of technology ethics, as in technology design there are situations in which the
four principles may often run into conflict. One of the reasons for this is that dealing with technology
ethics is always contextual, and the impact of technology mostly concerns, not only the direct usage
situation, but also many different stakeholders who may have conflicting interests [37].
As the context of technology is always situated in a cultural and ecological environment
(see e.g., [43]), it is obvious that values for technology design and assessment should reflect the
ethical values and norms of the given community, as well as ecological aspirations. Values are
culturally predominant perceptions of individuals’, society’s and human kind’s central goals of a
good life, good society and good world. They are objectives directing a person’s life and they guide
decision-making [44–46]. Besides individual and (multi)cultural values, there are also critical universal
values that transcend culture and national borders, such as the fundamental values laid down in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN) [47], EU Treaties (EU) [48] and in the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights (2000) [49].
Friedman et al. (2003; 2006) [22,23] introduce the following values from the point of view
of technology design: Human welfare; ownership and property; freedom from bias; universal
usability; accountability; courtesy; identity; calmness; and environmental sustainability. In addition,
informed consent is seen as a necessity in the adoption of technology [23]. It refers to garnering
people’s agreement, encompassing criteria of disclosure and comprehension (for “informed”) and
voluntariness, competence, and agreement (for “consent”). People have the right to consent to
technological intervention (adoption and usage of technology).
3.2. Identification of Context-Specific Ethical Values
Like design issues, issues of context-specific ethical values involve differences in perspectives
and in power [50]. An ethical issue arises when there is a dilemma between two simultaneous values
(two ethical ones or an ethical and practical value, such as e.g., safety and efficiency). This is why
technology ethics calls for a broader view, where the agents, the goal, and the context of the technology
usage are discussed and deliberated, in order to analyze, argue and report the ethical dilemma
and its solution. This ethical case deliberation should be carried out in collaboration with relevant
stakeholders, designers and ethical experts [51]. This helps to understand what ethical principles
and values should define the boundaries of the technology. In this way, it would be possible also to
formulate additional design principles to the context of technology.
As to ethics of AI, many public, private and civil organizations and expert groups have introduced
visions for designing ethical technology and ethical AI. For this study, we carried out i) a literature
review and ii) a discussion workshop, as part of the Effective Autonomous Systems research project
at VTT Technical Research Center of Finland Ltd. The participants’ scientific backgrounds include
Engineering Sciences and AI, Cognitive Science, Psychology and Social Sciences. They represent
experts in autonomous technologies, design thinking, ethics, responsible research and innovation,
risk assessment, and societal impacts of technology. In the workshop, the outcomes of already
mentioned expert groups were systematically examined, and elaborated in respect to different contexts
of autonomous systems.
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In the following, we shortly go through the results of the literature review in terms of ethical
principles and values introduced by expert groups with respect to AI.
Ethically Aligned Design (EAD) Global initiative has been launched by the IEEE in 2016 and
2017 [4,5] under the title “A Vision for Prioritizing Human Well-being with Autonomous and Intelligent
Systems”, to unite collective input in the fields of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (A/IS), ethics,
philosophy and policy. In addition, some approaches for designing ethics and ethics assessment have
been published (e.g., [4,5,12,52,53].
The IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical Considerations in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems
(2016 pp. 15) [4] has articulated the following high-level ethical concerns applying to AI/AS:
1.
2.
3.

Embody the highest ideas of human rights.
Prioritize the maximum benefit to humanity and the natural environment.
Mitigate risks and negative impacts as AI/AS evolve as socio-technical systems.

The Global Initiative (2016 p. 5–6; 2017 p. 34) proposes a three-pronged approach for a designer
to embedding values into AIS:
1.
2.
3.

Identify the norms and values of a specific community affected by AIS.
Implement the norms and values of that community within AIS.
Evaluate the alignment and compatibility of those norms and values between the humans and
AIS within that community.

The Asilomar Conference (2017) [54] hosted by the Future Life Institute (a volunteer-run research
and outreach organization that works to mitigate existential risks facing humanity, particularly
existential risk from advanced AI.), with more than 100 thought leaders and researches in economics,
law, ethics, and philosophy, was a forerunner in addressing and formulating principles of beneficial
AI to guide the development of AI. Its outcome was the Asilomar AI Principles which include safety;
failure and juridical transparency; responsibility; value alignment; human values; privacy and liberty;
shared benefit and prosperity; human control; non-supervision; and avoiding an arms race.
The European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE) published Statement on
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Autonomous Systems (2017) [55], where the following prerequisites
are proposed as important when discussing AI ethics: Human dignity; autonomy; responsibility;
justice, equality and solidarity; democracy; rule of law and accountability; security, safety, bodily
and mental integrity; data protection and privacy; and sustainability. This list is supplemented by
e.g., Dignum [56] who proposes AI ethics to rest in the three design principles of accountability,
responsibility and transparency.
The draft ethics guidelines for Trustworthy AI, by the European Commission’s High-Level
Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) (2018) [53] propose a framework for trustworthy
AI, consisting:
Ethical Purpose: Ensuring respect for fundamental rights, principles and values when developing,
deploying and using AI.
Realization of Trustworthy AI: Ensuring implementation of ethical purpose, as well as technical
robustness when developing, deploying and using AI.
Requirements for Trustworthy AI: To be continuously evaluated, addressed and assessed in the design
and use through technical and non-technical methods
The AI4People’s project (2018) [3] has studied the EGE principles, as well as other relevant
principles and subsumed them under four overarching principles. These include beneficence,
non-maleficence, autonomy (defined as self-determination and choice of individuals), justice (defined
as fair and equitable treatment for all), and explicability.
In addition, several other parties have introduced similar principles and guidelines concerning
ethics of artificial intelligence, including Association for Computing Machinery ACM (US), Google,
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Information Technology Industry Council (US), UNI Global Union (Switzerland), World Commission
on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology COMEST, Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council EPSRC (UK), The Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence JSAI, University of
Montreal, and European Group on Ethics and New Technologies EGE.
Based on the literature review, the table below (Table 1) introduces the ethical values and principles
of the most relevant documents in the current European discussion of technology ethics.
Table 1. Ethical values and principles in European discussion of technology ethics.
Expert
Group/Publication

Ethical Value/Principle

Context

Technology

Friedman et al.
(2003; 2006) [22,23]

Human welfare
Ownership and property
Freedom from bias
Universal usability
Courtesy
Identity
Calmness
Accountability
(Environmental) sustainability

Value-sensitive design

ICT

Ethically Aligned
Design (EAD) IEEE
Global initiative
(2016, 2017) [4,5]

Human benefit
Responsibility
Transparency
Education and Awareness

Global Initiative for
Ethical Considerations in
Artificial Intelligence and
Autonomous Systems:
Insights and
recommendations for the
AI/AS technologists and
for IEEE standards

AI/AS

Asilomar AI Principles
(2017) [54]

Safety
Failure and juridical transparency
Responsibility
Value alignment
Human values
Privacy and liberty
Shared benefit and prosperity
Human control
Non-supervision
Avoiding arms race

Beneficial AI to guide the
development of AI

AI

The European Group
on Ethics in Science
and New Technologies
(EGE) (2017) [55]

Human dignity
Autonomy
Responsibility
Justice
Equality and solidarity
Democracy
Rule of law and accountability
Security
Safety
Bodily and mental integrity
Data protection and privacy
Sustainability

Statement on Artificial
Intelligence, Robotics
and
Autonomous Systems

AI, Robotics,
AS

European
Commission’s
High-Level Expert
Group on Artificial
Intelligence (AI HLEG)
(2018) [53]

Respect for human dignity
Freedom of the individual
Respect for democracy, justice and the rule of law
Equality, non-discrimination and solidarity
Citizens rightsBeneficence: “Do Good”
Non maleficence: “Do no Harm”
Autonomy: “Preserve Human Agency”
Justice: “Be Fair”
Explicability: “Operate transparently”

Trustworthy AI made
in Europe

AI

AI4People (2018) [3]

Beneficence
Non-maleficence
Autonomy
Justice
Explicability

An ethical framework for
a good AI society

AI
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Based on the workshop discussion [57], and as a synthesis of above presented guidelines and
values, we propose a modified set of values to be considered as a basis for ethical and responsible
development of AIS (Table 2).
Table 2. A preliminary set of ethical values modified for the context of AIS.
Ethical Value

Tentative Topics for Discussion

Integrity and
human dignity

Individuals should be respected, and AIS solutions should not violate their dignity as
human beings, their rights, freedoms and cultural diversity. AIS should not threaten
a user’s physical or mental health.

Autonomy

Individual freedom and choice. Users should have the ability to control, cope with
and make personal decisions about how to live on a day-to-day basis, according to
one’s own rules and preferences.

Human control

Humans should choose how or whether to delegate decisions to AIS, to accomplish
human-chosen objectives.*

Responsibility

Concerns the role of people and the capability of AIS to answer for the decisions and
to identify errors or unexpected results. AIS should be designed so that their affects
align with a plurality of fundamental human values and rights.

Justice, equality,
fairness and solidarity

AIS should contribute to global justice and equal access. Services should be
accessible to all user groups despite any physical or mental deficiencies.
This principle of (social) justice goes hand in hand with the principle of beneficence:
AIS should benefit and empower as many people as possible.

Transparency

If an AIS causes harm, it should be possible to ascertain why. The mechanisms
through which the AIS makes decisions and learns to adapt to its environment
should be described, inspected and reproduced. Key decision processes should be
transparent and decisions should be the result of democratic debate and
public engagement.

Privacy

People should have the right to access, manage and control the data they generate.

Reliability

AIS solutions should be sufficiently reliable for the purposes for which they are being
used. Users need to be confident that the collected data is reliable, and that the
system does not forward the data to anyone who should not have it.

Safety

Safety is an emerging property of a socio-technical system, which is created daily by
decisions and activities. Safety of a system should be verified where applicable and
feasible. Need to consider possible liability and insurance implications.

Security

AI should be secure in terms of malicious acts and intentional violations
(unauthorized access, illegal transfer, sabotage, terrorism, etc.). Security of a system
should be verified where applicable and feasible.

Accountability

Decisions and actions should be explained and justified to users and other
stakeholders with whom the system interacts.

Explicability

Also ‘explainability’; necessary in building and maintaining citizen’s trust (captures
the need for accountability and transparency), and the precondition for achieving
informed consent from individuals.

Sustainability

The risks of AIS being misused should be minimized: Awareness and education.
Note “precautionary principle”: Scientific uncertainty of risk or danger should not
hinder to start actions of protecting the environment or to stop usage of
harmful technology.

Role of technology
in society

Governance: Society should use AIS in a way that increases the quality of life and
does not cause harm to anyone. Depending on what type of theory of justice a society
is committed to, it may stress e.g., the principle of social justice (equality and
solidarity), or the principle of autonomy (and values of individual freedom
and choice).

* This means that an anthropocentrism standpoint is taken, e.g., belief that human beings are the most important
entity in the universe. Does AIS design and applications concern other living systems as well?
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In the case of autonomous ships, the list of values could include: Integrity and human dignity;
autonomy; human control; responsibility; justice, equality, fairness and solidarity; transparency;
privacy; reliability; security and safety; accountability; explicability; sustainability; and role of
technology in society. The generic goals of the system to be designed are discussed and analyzed in
the light of each identified ethical value.
3.3. Analysis and Understanding of Ethical Issues within the Context
Ethical issues are analyzed further to understand them, solve them and to translate them into
design language. This outcome contributes to the design requirements. In the first step of the analysis,
the goals and requirements may be more generic, but along with more detailed design, the requirements
will become more detailed, as well.
Ultimately, how ethical dilemmas are resolved depends on the context [58]. Ethical issues
arise regarding the use of specific features and services rather than the inherent characteristics of
the technology. The principles and values must thus be discussed on a practical level to inform
technology design. To enable ethical reasoning in human-driven technology design, usage scenarios
(e.g., Reference [59]) can be used as “cases” to discuss ethical issues. With the help of scenarios,
it is possible to consider: (1) What kind of ethical challenges the deployment of technology in the
life of people raises; (2) which ethical principles are appropriate to follow; and (3) what kind of
context-specific ethical values and design principles should be embedded in the design outcomes.
Therefore, we propose usage scenarios as a tool to describe the aim of the system, the actors and
their expectations, the goals of actors’ actions, the technology and the context. The selected principles
are cross-checked against each phase of a scenario and the possible arising ethical issues are discussed
and reported at each step. Lucivero (2016) [12] indicates that socio-technical scenarios are important
tools to broader stakeholder understanding by joint discussions, which enhance reflexivity in one’s
own role in shaping the future, as well as awareness of stakeholder interdependence and related
unintended consequences. The purpose of the scenario-based discussion is to develop ethical human
requirements for the requirements specification and for the iterative design process. The discussion
needs to be carried out with all relevant stakeholders and required expertise. The same systematics
can be utilized also for assessment of the end-result, or the design decision. The discussion needs to
be documented and agreement made transparent so that later it is possible to go back and re-assess
possible relevant changes in the environment.
It is not easy to perceive how the final technological outcome will work in society, what kind
of effects it will have, and how it will promote the good for humanity. Discussion of the normative
acceptability of the technology is thus needed. Usage scenarios can be used as a participatory design
tool to capture the different usage situations of the system and the people and environment bound
to it. Scenarios describe the aim of the system, the actors and their expectations, the goals of actors’
actions, the technology and the context [60,61]. Socio-technical scenarios can also be used to broader
stakeholder understanding of one’s own role in shaping the future, as well as awareness of stakeholder
interdependence [12]. In the second step, the scenarios representing different usage situations of
the system are discussed with different stakeholders and ethical experts and examined phase by
phase according to the listed ethical values, in order to define potential ethical issues. In addition,
the following questions presented by Lucivero (2016, 53) [12] can help comprehension of the possible
effects of the system in society:

•
•
•

How likely is it that the expected artifact will promote the expected values?
To what extent are the promised values desirable for society?
How likely is it that technology will instrumentally bring about a desirable consequence?

The outcome of the analysis is a list of potential ethical issues, which need to be further deliberated
when defining the design and system’s goals.
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Case example: Autonomous short-distance electric passenger ship. An initial usage scenario was
developed in a series of workshops, to serve here as an example of the scenario work. This scenario
is an imaginary example, developed from a passenger perspective, which illustrates what kind
of qualitative information can be provided with a scenario to support the identification of ethical
issues and the following requirements specification process. The basic elements of the scenario are
the following:

•
•

•

•

•

Usage situation: Transport passengers between two pre-defined points across a river as a part of
city public transportation; journey time—20 min.
Design goals: (1) Enable a reliable, frequent service during operation hours; (2) reduce costs
of public transport service and/or enable crossing in a location where a bridge can’t be used;
and (3) increase the safety of passengers.
Operational model: Guide passengers on-board using relevant automatic barriers, signage, and
voice announcements; close the ramp when all passengers are on board; autonomously plan the
route, considering other traffic and obstacles; make departure decision according to environmental
conditions and technical systems status; detach from dock; cross the river, avoiding crossing
traffic and obstacles; attach to opposite dock; open ramp, allow disembarkation of passengers;
batteries are charged when docked; maintenance operations carried out during night when there
is no service; remote operator monitors the operation in a Shore Control Center (SCC), with the
possibility to intervene if needed.
Stakeholders: Remote operator: In an SCC, with access to data provided by ship sensors. Monitors
3 similar vessels simultaneously; passengers (ticket needed to enter the boarding area), max 100
passengers per crossing; maintenance personnel; crossing boat traffic on the route; bystanders
on the shore (not allowed to enter the boarding area); people living/having recreational cottages
nearby; ship owner/service provider; shipbuilder, insurance company, classification society,
traffic authorities.
Environment: A river within a European city (EU regulations applicable); crossing traffic on the
river; varying weather conditions (river does not freeze, but storms/snow etc. can be expected.

4. Discussion
We have introduced a framework to discuss and analyze ethical issues in AIS design. We have
started by introducing current design approaches, concepts and theoretical insights from the fields
of Philosophy of Technology and Design Thinking, as well as from different initiatives in the field of
AIS. The developed framework introduces the justification and identification of the ethical principles
for a specific case study. Then scenario descriptions are introduced to capture the essential user
or stakeholder specific qualitative information, which is needed for a systematic analysis of ethical
issues in the specific design case. As a result of such a systematic analysis, a list of ethical issues
will be identified. These issues need to be further analyzed to transfer them into design goals
and requirements.
Our main message is to engage different stakeholders—ethical experts, technology developers,
end users and other relevant parties—in adopting a common multi-perspective yet a systematic
discussion during an AIS design process. Our initial framework paves way for practical methods for
understanding ethical issues in AIS. Further studies are needed to test and assess the approach and
to reformulate final principles for the context of autonomous systems in real design cases with real
concepts and scenarios.
In our framework, we lean on the human-centered design tradition of using scenarios as a tool
for seeking understanding of the needs and desires of people and communities. It should be kept in
mind, however, that scenarios, when used as expert’s statements on the technological future, can also
be used to legitimize and justify the role of a new, not-yet established technology or an application,
and thus have a strategic role in welcoming the technology and convincing an audience. One has to be
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sensitive to this kind of technological imperative, i.e., developing technology for technology’s sake,
and to keep in mind that the outcome of ethical analysis can well be that the given technology is not
capable of fully answering the needs of the target users in the given context. Ethical analysis, as its
best, can have the power of revealing hype around technological rhetoric. Many technological ideas
can be explained by ‘a human need’, but not all technical solutions can be justified in terms of the
benefits of the good life.
Author Contributions: Writing, conceptualization, and methodology development by J.L., R.K. and N.G.; original
draft preparation by J.L.
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